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Abstract— Ring learning-with-errors (RLWE)-based encryption
scheme is a lattice-based cryptographic algorithm that constitutes
one of the most promising candidates for Post-Quantum Cryptog-
raphy (PQC) standardization due to its efficient implementation
and low computational complexity. Binary Ring-LWE (BRLWE)
is a new optimized variant of RLWE, which achieves smaller
computational complexity and higher efficient hardware imple-
mentations. In this paper, two efficient architectures based on
Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) for the arithmetic used
in Inverted Binary Ring-LWE (InvBRLWE)-based encryption
scheme are presented, namely the operation of A · B + C over
the polynomial ring Zq/(xn +1). The first architecture optimizes
the resource usage for major computation and has a novel input
processing setup to speed up the overall processing latency with
minimized input loading cycles. The second architecture deploys
an innovative serial-in serial-out processing format to reduce the
involved area usage further yet maintains a regular input loading
time-complexity. Experimental results show that the architectures
presented here improve the complexities obtained by competing
schemes found in the literature, e.g., involving 71.23% less area-
delay product than recent designs. Both architectures are highly
efficient in terms of area-time complexities and can be extended
for deploying in different lightweight application environments.

Index Terms— Binary ring-LWE, hardware design, lattice-
based, LFSR, post-quantum cryptography, polynomial
arithmetic.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid advancement in quantum computing represents
an important threat to modern Public-Key Cryptogra-

phy (PKC) that the most widely used public-key cryptosys-
tems, such as RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC),
could be easily broken by powerful quantum computers exe-
cuting Shor’s algorithm [1]. For this reason, Post-Quantum
Cryptography (PQC) [2], representing cryptosystems that can
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resist both classical and quantum attacks, has become an
essential research topic recently. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has initiated a PQC stan-
dardization process, where the most promising cryptosystems
are mainly classified as lattice-based [3], code-based [4],
hash-based [5], isogeny-based [6], and multivariate-quadratic
cryptography [7]. Apart from the security proof, efficient
hardware implementations for these candidates are also
needed [8]–[10].

Overall, lattice-based cryptography is one of the most
promising candidates due to its strong security proof, low
complexity, and efficient implementation [11]. The lattice-
based cryptosystem relies on the hardness of the learning-
with-errors (LWE) problem [12]. and have shown resistance to
several types of attacks [13]. Ring-LWE (RLWE) [14] involves
arithmetic operations over a polynomial ring and has smaller
key sizes than the original LWE. A relatively new variant
of Ring-LWE was proposed in [22] that uses binary errors
instead of the regular Gaussian one, resulting in much smaller
key sizes [15]–[21]. This optimized variant was named as
Binary Ring-LWE (BRLWE), from which efficient public-key
encryption scheme was built [22].

A. Existing Works

Since the introduction of BRLWE in [22], a number of
hardware implementations have been released for this encryp-
tion scheme: the first hardware design was released in [23];
a pair of high-speed and low-speed hardware design were then
given in [24]; a high-speed structure was presented in [25] but
with an incomplete hardware setup (e.g., lacking proper sign
control). Another high-performance hardware BRLWE-based
PQC was recently reported in [27]. A compact design was
presented in [26]. Two new high-speed architectures were
released in [27] and [28], respectively. A new low-complexity
structure was given in [29]. Another pair of low-speed and
high-speed architectures were very recently reported in [31].
Other works include the fault detection architecture of [10]
(based on [24]) and fault analysis (software based) of [30].
These reports are the main works in the field.

Overall, the existing works (mostly high-speed architec-
tures) can be categorized into mainly two types, in terms
of their processing design styles: (i) parallel-in parallel-
out (one or more inputs/outputs are directly connected to
the main structure in a parallel format [23]–[25], [27]);
(ii) serial-in serial-out (where the key inputs/outputs are
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serially loaded-in/delivered-out from the main structure [28]).
These high-speed designs, however, have not fully explored
the efficient hardware implementation of the BRLWE-based
encryption scheme. For instance, most of the existing parallel-
in parallel-out hardware structures do not fully optimize the
involved area usage with the processing speed. While the exist-
ing serial-in serial-out structure still involves extra resources
for structural operation, e.g., the recently released one of [28]
needs an extra sign control unit for accurate operation.

Based on the above considerations, in this paper, we propose
two novel hardware architectures based on Linear-Feedback
Shift Register (LFSR) for the major arithmetic used in the
Inverted Binary Ring-LWE (InvBRLWE)-based encryption
scheme (an inverted variant of BRLWE given in [24]), i.e., the
operation A·B+C over ring Zq [x]/(xn+1), where polynomial
coefficients of A and C are in Zq and coefficients of B are
binary values [22]. These two new architectures exhibit great
capability for high-speed and low-complexity applications,
respectively, as listed below (major contributions):

• The first LFSR-based architecture optimizes the resource
usage and the processing speed. This structure speeds up
the input loading with a novel parallel-in serial-out setup.

• The second architecture can process the arithmetic opera-
tion in a serial-in serial-out format to further reduce area-
complexity yet with regular input loading time.

• The arithmetic architectures presented here improve the
complexities obtained by competing schemes found in the
literature, as demonstrated by the following implementa-
tion based comparison and discussion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides basic mathematical concepts. Two new LFSR-based
architectures for A · B +C in Zq [x]/(xn +1) are introduced in
Section III. Comparisons with the existing designs based on
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) results are presented
in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, the main mathematical concepts used in this
paper (InvBRLWE-based scheme and LFSR) are given.

A. Polynomial Rings

Let q be an integer q ∈ Z, then the finite ring modulo
q is defined as Zq = Z/qZ = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. The set
of polynomials in the indeterminate x with coefficients in
Zq is represented as Zq [x]. The ring of polynomials with
coefficients in Zq is Rq = Zq [x]/ f (x), where f (x) ∈ Zq [x]
is the modulo of the ring. If f (x) is a polynomial of degree
n, then an element in Rq is a polynomial of degree (n-1) with
n coefficients in Zq , i.e. n integer coefficients modulo q .

B. Inverted Binary Ring-LWE (InvBRLWE)

Lattice-based cryptographic constructions are based on the
hardness of the lattice problems [14]. A lattice-based cryp-
tosystem, relies on the hardness of the LWE problem, was
given in [12]. In LWE, a secret s ∈ Zn

q = {(x0, . . . , xn)},
with xi ∈ Zq , has to be found in several pairs (a, bi) with

bi = a · s + ei , where a ∈ Zn
q is known and uniformly random

and ei ∈ Zq are error vectors according to a Gaussian distri-
bution over Zq . The Ring-LWE based scheme [14] uses ideal
lattices in LWE and has smaller key sizes than the original
LWE-based scheme. Ring-LWE involves arithmetic operations
over the polynomial ring Rq = Zq [x]/(xn + 1). Addition
and subtraction in this ring correspond with a coefficient-wise
addition and subtraction modulo q , respectively. Multiplica-
tion involves a polynomial multiplication that generates an
(2n − 2) degree polynomial followed by a reduction modulo
f (x) = xn + 1, resulting in an (n − 1) degree polynomial.
The coefficients of this resulting polynomial should also be
reduced modulo q . Binary Ring-LWE (BRLWE) is a relatively
new variant of Ring-LWE [22] with smaller key sizes and
efficient implementations. BRLWE-based scheme consists of
three steps:

• Key generation: Let p = r1 −a ·r2, where r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}n

are random binary vectors and a ∈ Rq is publicly known.
The private key is r2 and p ∈ Rq is the public key.

• Encryption: The input message me ∈ {0, 1}n is encoded
into a polynomial m̃ ∈ Rq by multiplying each coefficient
by q/2. The ciphertext involves operations c1 = a · e1 +
e2 and c2 = p · e1 + e3 + m̃, where c1, c2 ∈ Rq and
e1, e2, e3 ∈ {0, 1}n are random binary vectors.

• Decryption: The original message me is decrypted by
computing c = c1 ·r2 + c2 (with c ∈ Rq ), and applying it
a threshold decoder function that mi =‘1’ if ci is within
the range (q/4, 3q/4) and mi =‘0’ otherwise.

Security of the BRLWE-based PQC. The BRLWE-based
encryption scheme is based on the average-case hardness of
the BRLWE problem [22]. The work of [32] showed that this
scheme achieves 73-bits and 140-bits quantum security for the
parameters of (n, q) = (256, 256) and (n, q) = (512, 256),
respectively, which fits well typical lightweight applications.

Inverted Binary Ring-LWE (InvBRLWE)-based encryption
scheme [24] originates from a recent variant of BRLWE where
the coefficients of the polynomials in Rq are selected from
Zq with range {−�q/2�, . . . , �q/2� − 1}. This inverted range
matches with the two’s complement representation [24], so the
polynomial coefficients in Rq can be computed without any
extra reduction [24]. Each coefficient of the input message
needs to be multiplied by (−q/2). In this paper, the targeted
arithmetic operation is based on the InvBRLWE-based PQC.

C. Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)

LFSR is a shift-register whose feedback value is a linear
function of its previous state. We may use the finite field
arithmetic over G F(2m) [33] to illustrate the details of LFSR.
The product A� ·x mod f �(x) (x is the root of the characteristic
polynomial f �(x)) can be performed using an LFSR with m
1-bit registers, where the registers are initially loaded with the
coordinates of the element A� and the coefficients fi , with
i = 1 . . . m − 1. After m clock cycles, the registers store the
coefficients of the product [34]. A new LFSR-based multiplier
over G F(2m) was given in [35], as shown in Fig. 1. Note that
⊕ refers to an XOR gate, � denotes an AND gate, and �
stands for a 1-bit register. After m clock cycles, the registers c�

i
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Fig. 1. The LFSR-based architecture for implementation of A� · B � mod
(xm + 1) over G F(2m).

(i = 0 . . . m−1) of Fig. 1 store the corresponding binary coef-
ficients of the G F(2m) multiplication modulo f �(x) = xm +1.
An LFSR-based design for PQC with an efficient multiplier
was given in [36] for NTRUEncrypt scheme. Another efficient
multiplier for NTRU prime was given in [37]. The structure
of [28] can also be seen as a new variant of LFSR-based
design.

III. LFSR-BASED ARCHITECTURES FOR A · B + C IN Rq

FOR InvBRLWE-BASED ENCRYPTION SCHEME

A. Arithmetic Consideration and Derivation

It can be observed from Section II that the arithmetic
operation involved in the InvBRLWE-based encryption scheme
is A · B mod (xn + 1) + C , where A and C are polynomials
with n coefficients in Zq and B is a binary polynomial of
degree (n − 1). The product A · B mod (xn + 1) involves a
polynomial multiplication that generates an (2n − 2) degree
polynomial that must be followed by a reduction modulo
f (x) = xn + 1, resulting in a (n − 1) degree polynomial with
coefficients in Zq . As B is a binary polynomial, no reduction
modulo q of the resulting coefficients is needed. The addition
of this product with polynomial C corresponds with the
coefficient-wise addition modulo q . As mentioned earlier,
the range of Zq coefficients matches the two’s complement
representation range for an integer q = 2k with k = log2q
bits. Therefore, in the InvBRLWE-based PQC, the coefficients
of the polynomials can be represented with two’s complement
notation and modular addition can be computed without any
extra reduction [24]. Meanwhile, the involved polynomial mul-
tiplication A · B , where A = ∑n−1

i=0 ai x i and B = ∑n−1
i=0 bi x i

with ai ∈ Zq and bi ∈ {0, 1}, generates a (2n − 2) degree
polynomial. This polynomial must be reduced through modulo
f (x) = xn + 1, in such a way that xn ≡ −1, xn+1 = −x , …,
and x2n−2 = −xn−2. For example, for the product A · B mod
(x6 + 1) = (a5x5 + . . . + a1x + a0) · (b5x5 + . . . + b1x + b0)
mod (x6+1), it can be checked that the coefficients associated
with the xi weights, with i = 0 . . . 5, are given in Table I.

1) Two Important Properties: The polynomial B used in the
InvBRLWE-based encryption scheme has binary coefficients,
so the products ai b j are just integers represented by the
two’s complement format. Therefore, all arithmetic operations
shown in Table I can be performed under two’s complement
(C �

2) representation. As subtraction equals addition of its
opposite, we can thus represent the opposite of a number Y as
C �

2(Y ) = 2k − Y (assume we are using k-bits under the two’s

TABLE I

COMPUTATION OF A · B MOD (x6 + 1)

complement representation). Then, we can have the following
two important computational properties.

First, the subtraction of two integers can be computed
as Z − Y = Z + C �

2(Y ). It also holds that −Z − Y =
C �2(Z) + C �

2(Y ) = C �
2(Z + Y ) = −(Z + Y ), which can be

easily proven as: C �
2(Z)+C �

2(Y ) = 2k−Z +2k −Y = 2k +2k −
(Z + Y ) = 2k − (Z + Y ) = C �

2(Z + Y ), i.e., one of the terms
2k is discarded because it represents a ‘1’ in the position with
weight 2k and therefore exceeds the number of k bits we use.

Second, we have C �
2(Y ) = C �

1(Y ) + 1, where C �
1(Y ) is

the one’s complement of Y (that is simply computed by the
bit-wise NOT of the k bits of Y ).

The above two properties can be used to compute the arith-
metic expressions of Table I by merely additions (subtractions
are performed by the additions, under the two’s complement
representation). For example, coefficient x2 in Table I is
computed as a2b0 + a1b1 + a0b2 − a5b3 − a4b4 − a3b5 =
a2b0 + a1b1 + a0b2 + C �

2(a5b3) + C �
2(a4b4) + C �

2(a3b5) =
a2b0 + a1b1 + a0b2 + C �

2(a5b3 + a4b4 + a3b5). Note that in
the rest of the paper, the two’s complement of an integer Y is
denoted as Ŷ = C �

2(Y ).
2) Extension to the Final Algorithm: The above mentioned

two important properties can be used to derive the final
algorithm for the major arithmetic operation involved with
the InvBRLWE-based scheme (i,e., AB + C). Let us define
again C = ∑n−1

i=0 ci x i and W = AB + C = ∑n−1
i=0 wi x i (for

ci , wi ∈ Zq ), we can have

W = AB mod (xn + 1) + C

= A(b0 + · · · + bn−1xn−1) mod (xn + 1) + C

= [Ab0 + · · · + Axn−1bn−1] mod (xn + 1) + C, (1)

where we can further have (xn ≡ −1)

Ax = −an−1 + a0x + a1x2 + · · · + an−2xn−1,

Ax2 = −an−2 − an−1x + a0x2 + · · · + an−3xn−1,

· · · · · · · · ·
Axn−1 = −a1 − a2x − a3x2 − · · · + a0xn−1, (2)

which can be re-substituted into (1) to have

w0 = a0b0 − an−1b1 − · · · − a1bn−1 + c0,

w1 = a1b0 + a0b1 − · · · − a2bn−1 + c1,

· · · · · · · · ·
wn−1 = an−1b0 + an−2b1 + · · · + a0bn−1 + cn−1, (3)

from where we can have Algorithm 1, where [Axi ] j denotes
the j th coefficient of polynomial Axi , e.g., [Ax]0 = −an−1
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Algorithm 1 Algorithmic Operation for AB + C
(InvBRLWE-Based Encryption Scheme)
Input : A, C , and W are integer polynomials

(coefficients ∈ Zq ); B is binary polynomial.
Output: W = AB mod (xn + 1) + C .
Initialization step

1 Make ready the inputs A, B , and C;
2 W = ∑n−1

i=0 wi x i ; // executed in serial or parallel
Main step

3 for i = 0 to n − 1 do
4 wi = C �

2(ci );
5 end
6 for j = 0 to n − 1 do
7 for i = 0 to n − 1 do
8 w j = w j + [Axi ] j bi ; // following (3)
9 end

10 end
11 W = W ;

Final step
12 Deliver all the coefficients of output W serially;

(see (2)). Note Algorithm 1 is executed with the combination
of the highlighted two important properties.

3) Advantages of the Proposed Algorithmic Operation Over
the Existing Ones: Comparing with the existing algorithmic
operations for InvBRLWE/BRLWE-based encryption scheme,
i.e., the recent ones of [25], [27], [28], [31], Algorithm 1 has
the following advantages. (i) The proposed algorithmic opera-
tion allows us to design high-speed structures with options of
different input processing styles, while the existing algorithms
mostly only fit for one type of design. (ii) The proposed
algorithmic operation combines the mentioned two important
properties that the required resource usage is minimized. For
instance, the sign inversion brought by modular operation is
executed smoothly without extra resource usage, while the
existing algorithms, especially the recent one of [28], requires
an additional sign control shift-register to carry out related
operations. Meanwhile, the proposed Algorithm 1 allows the
input loading and output delivery be executed by the same
intermediate variable, which is more efficient than the algorith-
mic operation proposed in [31]. Note that the designs of [23],
[24] did not report their algorithms and hence we do not
discuss them here.

B. Proposed Architecture-I: Mostly Parallel-In Serial-Out

1) Definition: We define that a structure as mostly parallel-
in serial-out when the coefficients of the major polynomials
are fed in a parallel format (except that the coefficients of
the binary polynomial are fed to the structure in serial).
Meanwhile, the output results are serially delivered out.

Following this definition, we can have the proposed
architecture-I for the major arithmetic operation (W = A · B
mod (xn + 1) + C) involved within the InvBRLWE-based
encryption scheme, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that this pro-
posed architecture is not a direct deploying of the LFSR-based
architecture shown in Fig. 1, but with novel design features as

described below, especially when considering the algorithmic
operation of Algorithm 1 and the two important properties.

The proposed new LFSR-architecture, as given in Fig. 2, has
used k-bit registers, k-bit adders, 2:1 k-bit multiplexers, and
AND gates (k = log2q) to perform the involved computation
process. Connecting Algorithm 1 (Line 2), in order to perform
the addition of the coefficients C with the corresponding
coefficients of the product A · B mod (xn + 1) (Line 5 of
Algorithm 1), the coefficients ci of polynomial C are firstly
initialized into the k-bit registers (those will store wi , for
i = 0 . . . n − 1), respectively. However, as the proposed
architecture given in Fig. 2 includes the left subtractor in
two’s complement (also mentioned below), then the two’s
complement coefficients C �

2(ci ) = ĉi must be stored in
registers (storing wi ) such that these values are again in the
two’s complement format with correct ci after the right shifts.
In order to initialize these values for the architecture given
in Fig. 2, in total n number of 2:1 k-bit multiplexers with a
control signal ini t are needed. In this way, if ini t =� 1� then
the coefficients of C (ĉi ) are loaded into these wi registers.
When ini t =� 0�, then the computation of W = A · B mod
(xn + 1) + C starts to be carried out and the coefficients
stored in each register will add with the corresponding result
produced from those n parallel AND cells to meet the accumu-
lation requirement (Line 5 of Algorithm 1), as demonstrated
in Fig. 2 and described below.

First of all, the process of obtaining product of [Axi ] j bi ,
with ai ∈ Zq and bi ∈ {0, 1}, is carried out in Fig. 2
by k AND gates in parallel (in total nk AND gates when
counting all products together), in such a way that if b j =
‘1’ then ai b j = ai and if b j = ‘0’ then the product is
ai b j = “0 . . .00” (k bits). After that, the accumulation of
these products [Axi ] j bi along with the related coefficients of
C , as specified in Line 5 of Algorithm 1, can be mapped
into a connected accumulation loop where the results of these
products/multiplications are added with the values stored in the
k-bit registers (will store wi , i = 0 . . . n−1) using k-bit adders,
as shown in Fig. 2. Note that all the adders except the one on
the most left in Fig. 2 have a carryin (input carry) equal
to ‘0’ in order to perform the required addition. However,
the first adder (most left one) has to set carryin = ‘1’,
and one of its input operands is the inverted (bit-wise NOT)
value delivered from the far-left register (the one will store
wn−1). Therefore, this most left adder performs the addition of
a0bi +C �

1(Rwn−1)+‘1� = a0bi +C �
2(Rwn−1) = a0bi − Rwn−1

(Rwn−1 is the value stored in the far-right register), i.e., the
exact subtraction of integers represented in two’s complement
format (according to (3)). After n cycles’ accumulation, the
corresponding results, namely the n coefficients of W =
AB mod (xn + 1) + C , will be stored in respective registers
to be delivered out in a serial format (see the example below),
i.e., from wn−1 to w0. Note that during the output delivering
process, the output of each AND cell will be zero such that
no extra values will be accumulated during this process.

Of course, a n-length k-bit shift-register for A and a n-length
1-bit shift-register for B are needed for the loading/processing
of the coefficients of input polynomials A and B , respectively,
in the practical implementation process. While the delivery of
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Fig. 2. Proposed new LFSR-based architecture-I for A · B mod (xn +1) + C (InvBRLWE-based encryption scheme), where the values in the registers (wn−1,
w0, · · · , wn−2) are the final accumulated results to be delivered out.

TABLE II

COMPUTATION DETAILS OF A · B MOD (x6 + 1) + C BASED ON THE NEW ARCHITECTURE OF FIG. 2

final output wi is carried out in a serial format and thus no
shift-register is required. The details of this aspect of hardware
structure can be seen at Section III-F .

C. Example: W = A · B Mod (x6 + 1) + C

Connecting with the example given in Table I that W =
A · B mod (x6 + 1) + C , Table II shows the evolution
in time of the contents of the k-bit registers (will store
w0, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, respectively) following the architec-
ture of Fig. 2. We have used Cycle to denote the clock
cycles and Serial to represent the serially-fed input, i.e., binary
coefficient bi , with respect to every clock cycle. Meanwhile,
all the coefficients (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) of polynomial A are
fed to the structure in parallel all the time.

As shown in Table II, during the initialization process
(init.), i.e. when ini t = ‘1’, all six registers are loaded
with ĉi firstly (the two’s complement of the coefficients ci of
polynomial C). Meanwhile, the coefficients of A are loaded
in six k-bit registers, respectively, and b5 of polynomial B is
made ready to be fed to the architecture in the next cycle.
In the next cycle t1, the products a5b5 + ĉ4, a0b5 + c5,
a1b5+ĉ0, a2b5+ĉ1, a3b5+ĉ2 and a4b5+ĉ3 are performed and

also loaded into corresponding registers, respectively. It must
be noted that the first (left) adder in Fig. 2 performs the
inverted two’s complement of the content of register (far-left
one), so the value loaded in the far-right register in cycle
t1 becomes a0b5 + c5. In cycle t2, the bit b4 of polynomial B
is fed to the architecture and is then ANDed with the integer
coefficients of A. These products are added (or subtracted
for the first adder) with the values stored in the registers-
(for wi ) and loaded into the following registers again. It can
be observed that after the initialization process, the registers
contain the exact coefficients of the results of W = A · B mod
(x6 + 1) + C after six clock cycles (in t6), matching the final
values given in Table I with the addition of the ci coefficients.
For example, in t6 the content of the specific register (for

storing w2) is a2b0 +a1b1 +a0b2 +�a5b3 +�a4b4 +�a3b5 + c2 =
a2b0 + a1b1 + a0b2 − a5b3 − a4b4 − a3b5 + c2.

D. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Architecture-I

The theoretical complexity of the proposed architecture of
Fig. 2 for the computation of W = A · B mod (xn + 1)+ C in
Rq within the InvBRLWE-based encryption scheme is given
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Fig. 3. Proposed architecture-II for A · B mod (xn +1) + C (InvBRLWE-based encryption scheme), where the values in the registers (wn−1, w0, · · · , wn−2)
are the final accumulated results to be delivered out.

as follows. The coefficients of the integer polynomial A are
stored in a n-length k-bit shift-register and the coefficients of
the binary polynomial B are stored in a n-bit shift register. The
coefficients of C ∈ Rq are initially loaded in wi registers (nk
1-bit registers). Besides that, n adders (one of them acting as a
subtractor) with two k-input operands are also needed for the
addition operations. It is important to note that the carryin

(input carry) of (n − 1) adders is fixed to ‘0’ in order to
perform the addition and one adder has carryin = ‘1� in order
to perform subtraction in two’s complement. These carryin

inputs are fixed during all the computation process and no
extra control signal is needed. The products of [Axi ] j bi , with
i = 0 . . . n − 1, are done with nk 2-input AND gates and the
one’s complement C �

1(wn−1) is performed with k NOT gates
in parallel. Furthermore, n 2:1 k-bit multiplexers (with ini t
control signal) are also needed for initialization.

With respect to the time-complexity, one can observe that
the maximum combinational path-delay of this architecture
is TAN D + TAD D + TMU X , where TAN D , TAD D and TMU X

denote the delay of a 2-input AND gate, an adder and a 2:1
multiplexer, respectively. The total computation of W = A · B
mod (xn + 1) + C requires n clock cycles (plus one extra
initialization cycle to initiate the coefficients of C into the
registers), not counting the input and output polynomials’
loading and delivery cycles.

The detailed area-time theoretical complexities of the pro-
posed architecture are given in Table III, where the number
of 2-input AND gates (#AND), 2-input XOR gates (#XOR),
inverters (#INV), adders (with two k-input operands), 2:1
multiplexers (with k-bit data inputs) and 1-bit registers or flip-
flops (#FF) are included. In Table III, the needed number
of clock cycles (#Clk) for the computation (once all the
coefficients are stored in the corresponding registers) and the
maximum combinational path-delay (Delay) are also given.

E. Proposed Architecture-II: Mostly Serial-In Serial-Out

1) Definition: We define that a structure is mostly serial-in
serial-out when the coefficients of the major polynomials are
fed in (or delivered out) with a serial format.

For resource-constrained applications that requires less area
usage of the implemented PQC scheme, we can have the

architecture-II as proposed in Fig. 3. This new proposal
removes all the multiplexers used in architecture-I for all
the coefficients’ (C) initialization process except the most
left one. Besides that, we have interchanged the feed-in
positions of inputs A and B such that the original shift-
register (k-bit size) for A in Fig. 2 is now replaced by the
shift-register for B (1-bit size), which reduces the involved
hardware usage. Note that the interchanging of A and B does
not affect the output delivering, as shown by the example
in Table II. In this new architecture, all the coefficients
of polynomial C are initiated through the only multiplexer
in a serial format when ini t = ‘1�, i.e., from �cn−1, . . .,
ĉ0. After n cycles, all the registers in architecture-II are
initiated with the values the same as those in architecture-I
through parallel initiation, namely �cn−1, ĉ0, . . ., �cn−2 (from
left to right). When the selecting signal of the multiplexer
ini t switches to ‘0’, architecture-II works the same as that of
Fig. 2 to obtain the desired results to be stored in respective
registers after n clock cycles, as shown in Fig. 3 (from left
to right: wn−1, w0, . . ., wn−2). Finally, all the results stored
in these registers will be delivered out in a serial format (as
shown in Fig. 3, where the output of register-wn−1 is attached
to the outside as the only output channel for the proposed
architecture-II), i.e., from wn−1 to w0. Similar to Fig. 2, the
output of each AND cell will be set as zero during the output
delivery process that no extra values will be accumulated.
Meanwhile, as the output values do not go through the inverter
(NOT gates in the left side of the architecture), the correct
output can be delivered in a desired format (the whole output
delivery takes n cycles).

The theoretical area-time complexities of the proposed
architecture-II are almost the same as those given in
Subsection III-D except with only one multiplexer. Further-
more, the maximum combinational path delay in this case is
still TAN D + TAD D + TMU X . Table III gives the complexities
of the proposed architecture-II of Fig. 3.

F. Final Implementation Consideration

Due to limited number of processing bit-width (or
input/output ports) in general application environments, it is
usually difficult to have all the necessary coefficients directly
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Fig. 4. Actual implementation consideration for A · B mod (xn + 1) + C
(based on architecture-I), where the input is set as 64-bit.

fed to the architecture in a parallel format (e.g., consider the
fact that when n = 256 and k = 8 for the coefficients of A
that needs 2,048 parallel bits). Hence, a complete top-level
architecture setup for actual implementation is also presented
for the computation of W = A · B mod (xn + 1) + C in Rq

with q = 2k . Figs. 4 and 5 show the block diagram of the
proposed approach, where the major component corresponds
with the proposed architectures given in Fig. 2 or Fig. 3.

Conventionally, for the proposed architecture-I (mostly
parallel-in serial-out), the parallel coefficients of A and C
(k-bits each) are obtained through serial-in parallel-out shift-
registers while the output coefficients of W are delivered out
serially. The coefficients of A and C are loaded into the shift-
registers for the computation in the proposed architecture-I
core within n clock cycles, as indicated in Fig. 2. After all
the output coefficients become available in the registers of the
proposed architecture-I, these coefficients are then delivered
out in n clock cycles. Note that the coefficients of B are fed
to a serial-in serial-out shift-register for serial-delivering of
corresponding bi (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) to the architecture core.

Practically, however, we can speed up the loading stage
of the proposed architecture with smaller number of clock
cycles, as shown in Fig. 4. Following the practical application
environment that one processing word per cycle probably can
carry 64-bit, which can be loaded into an n = 256-length
(q = 256 and log2q = 8) serial-in parallel-out shift-register,
every cycle loading in 64-bit, with only 32 cycles. In this case,
the shift-registers are designed with 64-bit loading capacities
while the deliveries are either k-bit (in parallel) or 1-bit
(serial). Note this type of implementation setup can also be
extended to the application environment where 32/16-bit word
is commonly used.

While for the proposed architecture-II (mostly serial-in
serial-out), as shown in Fig. 5, almost all the input coefficients
are fed to the architecture in a serial format except the input B
(which takes n clock cycles). The main computation process
of the structure in Fig. 5 still requires n cycles. The output

Fig. 5. Actual implementation consideration for A · B mod (xn + 1) + C
(based on architecture-II).

coefficients of W are finally produced out serially, which
requires n clock cycles.

Note that a controller, mainly a finite-state machine (FSM),
is needed to generate the control signals and to determine the
loading, processing and output delivery stages of the proposed
overall architectures for actual implementations.

1) Further Architectural Difference Consideration: From
the actual implementation point of view, one can see that the
proposed architecture-I is more suitable for high-performance
applications where the resources are abundant, as indicated
by the using of large number of shift-registers. While the
proposed architecture-II is more fitting resource-relatively-
limited applications since it requires less actual resource usage
than the one in Fig. 4. Besides that, the architecture-II in Fig. 5
does not possess the capacity to load-in 64-bit word as the
coefficients of C need fixed number (n cycles) to be loaded.

Note that for the sake of a fair comparison with the
competing designs in the literature, especially the proposed
architecture-I, we have also included the input loading time
into latency cycles to demonstrate the efficiency of this design.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARCHITECTURES

In this section, the proposed two architectures for the com-
putation of W = A ·B mod (xn +1)+C are compared with the
existing InvBRLWE/BRLWE-based architectures, especially
those very recent designs of [24], [27], [28], on both theoretical
and implementational aspects. Note that some existing works
like [26], [29] belong to compact designs (suitable for resource
ultra-constrained applications), we do not include them here
(for a fair comparison). The design of [25] does not have
a correct structural setup on sign control and we thus do
not include it in comparison to avoid unnecessary confusion.
Although the work in [23] also belongs to compact designs,
it includes results corresponding to a parallel architecture so
we include it in the comparison.

A. Complexity Analysis and Comparison

Following the complexity estimation in Section III-D,
we have listed the area-time complexities of the major com-
ponents for the proposed architecture-I and architecture-II,
as shown in Table III along with those of [23], [24], [28]. Note
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TABLE III

THEORETICAL AREA-TIME COMPLEXITIES OF DIFFERENT InvBRLWE-BASED PQC ARCHITECTURES

that the design of [27] has used a look-up table (LUT)-like
based method to construct the BRLWE-based PQC archi-
tecture, which is different from the components used in the
proposed work. We thus do not list it in Table III, but will
include it in the FPGA implementation based comparison, see
Table V.

As shown in Table III, one can see that the proposed archi-
tectures overall have better theoretical area-time complexities
than the existing ones. As it is shown that (in [28]) the design
of [28] has better performance than [24], we thus mostly focus
on the comparison with [28]. It is shown that the proposed
architecture-I has comparable complexity with the design
of [28]. However, as mentioned in Section III-F , the proposed
architecture-I is more suitable for high-performance applica-
tions and can easily speed-up the overall processing process
in practical environment (this property does not exist in the
design of [28]). While considering the design of [28] with
the proposed architecture-II (these two designs have similar
input/output styles), the proposed design obviously involves
less area usage than the existing one (e.g., smaller number
of Muxes). Although the design in [23] is a coefficient-serial
architecture primarily focused on lightweight applications with
side-channel countermeasures, it also presents results corre-
sponding to a not given parallel architecture. We have deduced
this parallel architecture from the coefficient-serial design
(excluding countermeasures) and the theoretical complexities
are given in Table III. It can be observed that the proposed
architectures have better theoretical area-time complexities
than the design given in [23] which also needs k-bit subtractors
and k-bit Muxes with 3 inputs. Overall, one can conclude that
the proposed two architectures have higher efficiency in area-
time complexities than the state-of-the-art designs [24], [28].

B. FPGA-Based Implementation and Comparison

In order to further demonstrate the actual performance
efficiency of the proposed architectures over the most recent
similar ones given in [24], [27], and [28], FPGA-based
implementation results for (n, q) = (256, 256) (k = 8) and
(n, q) = (512, 256) have been provided for all the related
designs. Note that these values of (n, q) are considered secure
against classic and quantum attacks [32]. It has been proven

that the parameters (n, q) =(256,256) provide 84 and 73 bits
of classic and quantum security levels, respectively, while
the values of (n, q) =(512,256) provide 190 and 140 bits,
respectively [32].

The overall experimental setup is as follows:
(i) The proposed arithmetic architectures have been coded

with VHDL 1 and implemented on Xilinx and Intel FPGAs,
i.e., Virtex-7 XC7V2000t, Kintex-7 XC7K325t, and Stratix-V
5SGXMABN1F45C devices, respectively, through Vivado
2019.2 and Quartus Prime 17.0 (following [27], [28]). The
functions of coded designs are verified through Model-
Sim. Note that we have used the architectures shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 for final implementation.

(ii) We have obtained the related implementation results
based on parameter settings (n, q) = (256, 256) and
(n, q) = (512, 256), following the existing designs [24],
[27], [28], [31]. The obtained results, such as the num-
ber of Slice LUTs and Slice registers (or Adaptive Logic
Modules (ALMs) on Intel device), frequency (Fmax, MHz),
latency cycle, delay (critical-path×latency cycles), area-delay
product (ADP), power, and energy per computation (EPC)
are calculated and listed in Tables IV and V, respectively.
Note that the results in [27] mostly focus on the number of
ALMs, Fmax, and ADP, we thus follow this style to list the
related items (see Table V). Besides that, we have also listed
the latency cycles, including the shift-registers’ input loading,
in (·) along with related area-time complexities for the recently
released and proposed designs, as shown in Tables IV and V,
respectively. Note that the designs of [24], [27] assume the
input polynomials are directly fed to the structures, we thus do
not calculate their latency cycles with input loading included.

From the experimental results given in Table IV for Xil-
inx FPGA platform, it can be observed that, for (n, q) =
(256, 256) and (n, q) = (512, 256), the architecture given
in Fig. 3 presents the best area-time complexities among
all the reported results, e.g., it involves 5.80% and 9.67%
less ADP than the very recent architecture of [28] (with
similar input/output processing styles) on the Virtex-7 device,
respectively. Note that the proposed architecture given in
Fig. 2 is more suitable for high-performance applications (as

1The source code is available at: https://www.ece.villanova.edu/jxie02/lab/
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF FPGA IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE (XILINX DEVICES)

introduced in Section III-F), and hence is more reasonable
to compare this design with the existing ones when the
input loading time is included. Again, as shown in Table IV,
the proposed architecture-I has 20.42% less ADP than the
structure of [24] for n = 256 (when input loading time is
not included). Meanwhile, when the input loading time is
included, the proposed architecture-I has better ADP than the
one of [28]. Similar situation happens to the performance
results under another parameter setting or other devices. For
instance, for n = 256 on the Kintex-7 FPGA device, the
proposed architecture in Fig. 3 has 10.58% less ADP than
the existing one of [28]. Besides that, the power consumption
(dynamic power) of the proposed architectures are also better
than the existing designs, as shown by the metrics of power
and EPC in Table IV (the smaller, the better). Finally, we want
to mention that the main control component for the design
in [28] is a serial-in serial-out shift-register (for sign control),
which may leads to a higher frequency as shown in Table IV.
However, this kind of setup requires external resources to
deliver (u − 1) number of ‘1’ to the sign control based shift-
register. While the proposed architectures use a FSM-based
controller to coordinate the overall operation, and hence the
proposed structures involve more complete hardware design
setups than the state-of-the-art solution in [28].

For Intel FPGA (Stratix-V)-based implementation results
shown in Table V, the architectures given in Figs. 2 and 3
have similar performance as those in Table IV. For (n, q) =
(256, 256), Fig. 3 has much better area and timing results
than [24], [27], [31], i.e., at least 71.23% less ADP than the
recent one in [27]. Similarly, for (n, q) = (512, 256), Fig. 3
involves 60.98% less ADP than the design of [31]. Again,
we want to mention that the proposed architecture in Fig. 2
aims to be deployed for high-performance applications and

hence involves more shift-registers than the other designs,
as shown in Fig. 4. However, as shown in Table V, when
the input loading time is included, the proposed architecture-I
involves at least 34.03% and 28.83% less ADP than [31] for
n = 256 and n = 512, respectively.

Overall, the proposed architecture-II (Fig. 3) has the least
area-time complexities among all the reported designs for
InvBRLWE-based PQC. Due to its low-complexity feature,
this architecture is desirable for applications in resource rela-
tively limited environments. While the proposed architecture-I
involves a novel setup on input data loading, as discussed
in Section III-D, and can be deployed for high-performance
applications with shortened computation cycles on input load-
ing (and even output delivery, if the output is similarly
designed).

C. Discussion

While this paper aims to deliver efficient hardware archi-
tectures for BRLWE/InvBRLWE-based PQC scheme, other
aspects of work such as side-channel attack and comparison
with other standard Ring-LWE/LWE designs are out of the
scope of this work. Nevertheless, the proposed two architec-
tures have stable operational frequency and hence are resistant
against regular timing attacks. Meanwhile, we believe the
power attack based measurements developed in [23] and [38]
are applicable to the proposed work here and can be one of
our future research directions.

Besides that, future work also include: (i) developing more
efficient arithmetic innovation to further reduce the compu-
tational complexity of the major operations involved within
BRLWE/InvBRLWE-based PQC scheme; (ii) conducting ultra
low-complexity implementation oriented structural exploration
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF THE AREA-TIME COMPLEXITIES FOR THE PROPOSED

AND COMPETING DESIGNS (INTEL STRATIX-V DEVICE)

to finalize optimal performance tradeoff between different
structural setups. Meanwhile, the operand of B in Fig. 2 (or A
in Fig. 3) can be decomposed into multiple groups for parallel
processing to further speed-up the processing speed and one
of our future work may also focus on finalizing the optimal
number of processing groups.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two efficient LFSR-based architectures for the
arithmetic operation used in the InvBRLWE-based encryption
scheme, a very recent variant of BRLWE-based PQC, have
been presented. The first proposed LFSR-based arithmetic
architecture performs the operation of A · B + C with fast
input loading and optimized resource usage, while the sec-
ond proposed LFSR-based architecture involves even smaller
area usage with a novel serial-in serial-out setup. Due to
the input processing differences exist between two proposed
designs, we have further developed corresponding implemen-
tation strategy for them. Overall, both theoretical analysis and
FPGA-based implementation results show that the proposed
architectures achieve better area-time complexities than similar
schemes/structures found in the literature. In particular, it is
shown that the proposed architecture-II provides the best area-
time complexities among all the implemented structures, i.e.,
has significantly less ADP (e.g., 71.23%) than the best state-
of-the-art designs on both Xilinx and Intel FPGA devices. The
proposed architectures are highly efficient and can be extended
for actual BRLWE/InvBRLWE-based cryptoprocessor imple-
mentation in many emerging applications.
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